Neighbourhood Houses Tasmania
Strategic Plan 2018-2021

VISION: Thriving Tasmanian Communities
Mission: Supporting our Network to make a difference through a community development framework

GOAL: Leader in Community Development
Strategies:
- Become the “Go to” Organisations for Community Development
- Continue to articulate the networks’ CD Framework
- Provide Community Development Professional Development opportunities – within the network first & externally later
- Inform and lead formal training on community development in Tasmania
- Our Network will work with a Community Development Framework
- Evidence base supporting our CD model will be reviewed & continually developed

GOAL: Sustainability of the Peak Body
Strategies:
- Promote use of our facilities and building
- Maintain & grow significant relationships to diversify funding/ income streams
- Pursue further funding for the funding for Peak Body
- Promote the success & history of NHT & the Network
- Develop a marketing plan (including use of videos)
- Develop Communications strategies within the network and with external stakeholders

GOAL: A Well Resourced Network
Strategies:
- Continue & develop the resources appropriate to our Network
- Investigate DGR status for the Network & NHT
- Investigate establishing a bequest framework
- Continue to support the Network to have fit for purpose buildings
- Continue to pursue funding opportunities for the Network
- Continue to provide collective group purchasing/ funding
- Invest in resources for professional development of the Network
- Pursue consistent branding across the network

GOAL: Increase impact of Relationships & Partnerships
Strategies:
- Continue & develop relationships with current and potential partners
- Build stronger connections with and within the Network
- Work with others to enable our Network to have a voice on community issues